CREATIVE ART & LEARNING
WORKSHOPS
Create your own artwork (often inspired by objects in a
museum and learn new methods of art making with the
guidance of expert artists and designers). Practical
workshops for all ages and levels of experience offer
an opportunity to extend & develop themes through
creativity & exploration.
Mask Making - Animal & Historical Characters
Come and test your creating skills in our mask-making workshops.
Be inspired by the natural & historical world and make a mask to
take home. Sneak like a spotty leopard in the desert, fly like
a paradise bird in the jungle and explore the pyramids of Egypt
by making death-masks ! Learn about the functions of masks in
different ethnic cultures around the world from exotic Polynesia to
tribal Africa.

Creative Collage Workshop - Paint with Scissors
Explore a variety of themes and create a piece of surreal artwork
of a character, animal or landscape using the old school technique
of cut & paste with mixed media. Pasted on board or canvas.

Abstract Canvas - Art in Motion
Anyone can be an artist ! No drawing skill needed. Learn about
colour, movement and design through creative techniques such as
flow painting to create a fabulous abstract art for your wall.
Learn the techniques, tips and tricks of acrylic pouring in this fun,
interactive workshop. We demonstrate the "Dirty Pour, Ribbon
Pour, and Swirly Pour" methods.

Print Making - Using Nature & Museum Theme Templates
Learn to make mono prints using Gelli plates.
This workshop will explore this direct fast printing process with
Gelli Plate and acrylic paint. We will use multi layers, additive and
reductive technique to create range of marks. Explore the different
materials to create layers and colours, it is fun, quick, spontaneous
and very enjoyable.

Action Painting - Spatter it! Drip it! Discover how famous
celebrity artist Jackson Pollock invented new ways of
painting.
Spark your creativity! In this workshop you will learn techniques
used by artists such as Jackson Pollock. Enjoy dripping, pouring,
throwing and splattering paint onto canvas using sticks &
brushes spontaneously!
Children from age 5 and up can learn both about the art-historical
technique of Jackson Pollock and have an amazing fun experience
recreating the drip paintings of this master of Modern Art.

Abstract Canvas - Geometric Art
Masking Tape Art is catching on as an emerging art form and
medium. Learn all about this technique which is extremely intuitive,
inventive and fun!
Participants will be instructed how to construct a piece of abstract
art on canvas with strong composition, texture, shape, line and
color.

Ink Drawing - Capture Animals in Action
Learn how to paint animals with water using simple ink drip
technique to capture their movement such as birds flying in the sky
and whales & sharks swimming in the sea.

Dot Painting – and more!

